
Abstract. The search for manifestations of physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM) is one of the main directions of research
at the LHC and future colliders under discussion. The effects
caused by the new physics can consist in the direct detection of
new particles if their masses are less than the characteristic
energies available at colliders and their interactions with the
SM particles are strong enough. But if the masses of new
particles are too large, or the interactions with SM particles
are too weak, then new particles cannot be detected directly. In
this case, the new physics can lead to a modification of the
interactions of SM particles, to subthreshold effects. We
present the current status of an approach or formalism called
the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT), which
allows us to describe and model deviations from the SM predic-
tions in a theoretically consistent manner. The advantages of
and serious problems with this approach are discussed.

Keywords: StandardModel, effective field theory, top quark, Higgs
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1. Introduction

Currently, the theoretical description of the processes of
interaction of elementary particles is provided by the
Standard Model (SM), which is a gauge theory of strong,
electromagnetic, and weak interactions with the electroweak
symmetry group spontaneously broken via the Higgs
mechanism. The SM is well confirmed experimentally: all
the particles included in it have been discovered and studied,
and theoretical calculations in the SM framework describe
almost all experimental data very well. However, there are
serious experimental and theoretical grounds to believe that
the SM cannot be the ultimate theory of elementary particle
interactions, and it must be modified or supplemented. In
particular, the inaccuracy in experimental data leaves room
for modifications of the scalar sector of the SM, which is
currently chosen to be minimal, but is not rigorously fixed by
any theoretical argument.

Attempts to generalize the SM have been ongoing for
almost 50 years, including the construction of grand unifica-
tion models and supersymmetric extensions of the SM, and
models with extra space±time dimensions and with the
presence of new superstrong interactions. However, there is
still no realistic theory of interactions of elementary particles
beyond the SM whose implications would be confirmed
experimentally. Extensive efforts of experimentalists and
theorists are concentrated on the search for phenomena
beyond the SM framework and on the construction of the
corresponding extensions of the SM.

Before the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), important arguments regarding the
possible scale of new physics (NP) were associated with the
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so-called No-Lose Theorem [1±4]. Based on an analysis of the
behavior of the amplitudes of processes involving the long-
itudinal components of the massive gauge bosons in the SM,
this theorem stated that two options are possible: either there
must be a fairly light Higgs boson, with a mass up to about
700GeV, or some new physics must appear on an energy scale
of the order of 1 TeV, which would then lead to the restora-
tion of the unitary behavior of the amplitudes. In 2012, the
Higgs boson was discovered [5, 6], which was a triumph for
the SM, confirming the mechanism of spontaneous gauge
symmetry breaking. But the argument about a new scale of
physics beyond the SM was then lost.

Another argument in favor of a scale of the order of 1 TeV
before the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC was that
the total decay width of the Higgs boson with a mass MH

greater than the mass of two W bosons increases proportion-
ally toM 3

H and at bosonmasses of the order of 1 TeV becomes
comparable to the mass itself. This also indicated that, if the
Higgs boson with a significantly lower mass had not been
found, then the SM would have become inapplicable on a
scale of the order of 1 TeV and some kind of NP should
appear. But the Higgs boson with a mass of about 125 GeV
was found, and this argument about a new scale was also
dropped.

The well-known hierarchy problem associated with cor-
rections to the squared mass of the Higgs boson does not
provide new arguments for the existence of a distinguished
scale either: the coupling constant of a hypothetical new

particle with the Higgs boson can be very small, and the
corresponding loop corrections to the squared mass of the
Higgs boson can also be very small, even for a very heavy new
particle.

Of course, we know that Planck's gravitational scale is
about 1019 GeV. It is also known that, on the so-called grand
unification scale of the order of 1016 GeV, the curves showing
the behavior of the running gauge coupling constants inter-
sect, albeit not quite exactly. Small neutrino masses may be
associated with a scale of the order of 1011±1012 GeV. But we
presently do not knowwhether a new scale of the order of tens
or several tens of TeV exists, available for studies at the LHC
or at the Future Circular Collider (FCC). Even today, the
mass bounds for a number of new particles predicted in
models beyond the SM exceed one or several TeV [7], as is
demonstrated in Fig. 1 [8] and Fig. 2 [9] obtained by the
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact
Muon Solenoid) collaborations in the second run of the LHC
at an energy of 13 TeV.

Depending on the relations among the energies available
at accelerators/colliders and the characteristic scale of NP,
there are two main strategies to search for its manifestations:
a direct search for new particles if their masses are such that
the collider energies are sufficient for their creation and if
these new objects are coupled strongly enough to SMparticles
for the luminosity of the collider to allow their detection, or
the search for deviations from SM predictions in precision
measurements if the masses of new particles are greater than
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Figure 1. (Color online.) Bounds on parameters arising in SM extensions obtained by the ATLAS collaboration in the second run of the LHC at an energy

of 13 TeV [8].
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the characteristic attainable energies at colliders. In the latter
case, the effects of new particles can manifest themselves in
loop corrections to the SM processes or due to subthreshold
contributions, which would lead to changes in the character-
istics of the processes, including cross sections, differential
distributions, widths, and decay branching ratios. These two
possibilities are symbolically depicted in Fig. 3.

In the current situation, when no direct production of new
particles has been discovered, studies of this second possibi-
lity are of particular importance, and hence indirect searches
for deviations from the SM have recently attracted increased
attention of the scientific community.

The main approach for studying indirect manifestations
of new particles and new interactions is provided by effective
field theories constructed on the basis of higher-dimensional
effective operators that preserve the SM symmetries. This
brief review is devoted to the description of a model-
independent formalism for parameterizing deviations from
the SM, called the Standard Model Effective Field Theory
(SMEFT), and to the application of this formalism to the
LHC data analysis.

We discuss the advantages of and serious problems with
this approach. An undoubted advantage of the SMEFT
formalism is that it is a consistent field-theory approach that
preserves the gauge symmetry and other SM symmetries.
SMEFT allows calculating perturbative corrections in the
SM coupling constants. In each order in the inverse-squared
scale, there are numerous, but a finite number of, independent
gauge-invariant operators. Therefore, in calculating loop
corrections, all counterterms are expressed in terms of the
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Figure 2. (Color online.) Bounds on parameters arising in SM extensions obtained by the CMS collaboration in the second run of the LHC at an energy of

13 TeV [9].
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Figure 3. Two possible situations in the distribution over a conventional

variable of dimension mass, when the characteristic collision energy is

(a) greater or (b) less than the new-physics threshold.
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same set of operators, which allows the renormalization
procedure to be implemented, even though by formal
power-counting the SMEFT Lagrangian belongs to the class
of nonrenormalizable ones. At the same time, the number
of independent operators, even in the minimal basis, is
very large, which makes calculations and analysis difficult.
Renormalizations lead to further complications by mixing
operator contributions to the observables. Great care must
be taken in specific applications in order not to let the
calculations enter kinematical regions where the SMEFT
approach is inapplicable due to unitarity violation. In cases
where several operators contribute to the same observables,
calculations can in principle lead to `flat' directions in the
parameter space, when constraints on the corresponding
combinations of parameters simply do not arise. Such cases
require a joint analysis of several processes, which is quite
difficult to implement in real experiments.

This review is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the main ideas of the SMEFT approach and briefly
list the problems that arise when using it. Section 3 is devoted
to the problem of choosing a minimal basis; we discuss a
specific basis of operators, called theWarsaw basis, which, by
convention, is largely adopted by the world community. In
Section 4, we discuss the problem of taking 1=L4 contribu-
tions into account and the ensuing issues. The problem of
perturbative corrections to the SMEFT tree contributions in
higher orders in the SM coupling constants is discussed in
Section 5. The application of the SMEFT formalism to
studies of the Higgs boson and t-quark interactions is
considered in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Constraints on
the Wilson coefficients that follow from the simultaneous
analysis of different data or, as this is customarily called, from
global data fitting, are given and discussed in Section 8. In
Section 9, using some examples, we discuss effective operators
of dimension 6 that follow from specific models when
integrating out heavy degrees of freedom. It is shown that
the emerging operators are a subset of the full set of SMEFT
operators, and these operators themselves and the experi-
mental bounds on the corresponding Wilson coefficients can
testify in favor of one model or another beyond the SM if
deviations from the SM are found. Concluding remarks are
given in Section 10.

2. Main ideas of the SMEFT formalism

The basis of the formalism is an effective field theory (EFT)
that describes deviations from the SM by an effective
Lagrangian, in which these deviations are parameterized by
gauge-invariant local operators with increasing dimensions
exceeding 4. The operators themselves are composed of the
SM fields; in the SMEFT Lagrangian, the sum of terms that
are products of operators and some coefficients is added to
the SM Lagrangian. These coefficients are proportional to
dimensionless constants, called Wilson coefficients, and to
some inverse power of the possible NP scale, so as to ensure
that the total dimension of each term in the Lagrangian
is equal to 4. Taking the contributions of operators to
observables into account leads to corrections and hence to
predictions of deviations from the SM. The search for
predicted deviations against the background of SM contribu-
tions allows either detecting them or imposing bounds on the
coefficients at the operators.

Recently, this approach, which goes back to the work of
Weinberg [10] and Buchm�uller±Wyler [11], was named the

SMEFT. The SMEFT Lagrangian has the form

LSMEFT � LSM �
X
i

C
�6�
i

L2
O
�6�
i �

X
j

C
�8�
j

L4
O
�8�
j � . . . ; �1�

where O
�6�
i , O

�8�
j , . . . are gauge-invariant operators with

increasing dimension, C
�6�
i , C

�8�
j , . . . are the corresponding

Wilson coefficients, and L is the characteristic NP scale.
The idea of SMEFT is based on the so-called decoupling

theorem [12], which asserts that ``for any 1PI Feynman graph
with external vector mesons only but containing internal
fermions, when all external momenta (p 2) are small relative
to m 2, then apart from coupling constant and field strength
renormalization the graph will be suppressed by some power
of m relative to a graph with the same number of external
vector mesons but no internal fermions.''

This theorem actually follows from the proof of the
local structure of counterterms proposed by Bogoliubov and
Parasiuk [13] in 1957. At present, the decoupling theorem is
better known as integrating out heavy particles.

The formulation of the SMEFT in the form of effective
Lagrangian (1) looks very simple, but in practice entails a
number of serious problems. The main problems are listed
below.
� The problem of choosing a basis of independent

operators.
�When calculating the characteristics of processes,

leading contributions of the order of 1=L2 arise from the
interference of the contributions of operators of dimension 6
and SM contributions. This raises the question of whether the
contributions of the squared dimension-six operators of the
order of 1=L4 must be taken into account when they arise in
calculating the squared amplitudes of physical processes.
� Is it justified to calculate perturbative corrections in the

strong and electroweak SM coupling constants in a formally
nonrenormalizable field theory, such as the SMEFT?
� How do we deal with the unitarity problem in the case

where the contributions of higher-dimension operators can
lead to nonunitary behavior of cross sections?
�What should the correct modeling of processes be, and

what is the strategy for obtaining the bounds on the Wilson
coefficients in analyzing experimental data?

We address these questions in detail in Sections 3±8.

3. Choosing a basis of operators

The operator basis consists of symmetry-allowed operators,
whose number is reduced to aminimum by using equations of
motion, integration by parts, and Fierz rearrangements.

As is well known, there is only one operator of dimen-
sion five, called the Weinberg operator [10], which consists
of a left electroweak lepton doublet, the conjugate left
doublet of leptons, a Higgs field doublet, and its charge-
conjugate doublet. This operator is very interesting for
neutrino physics, but its contribution is insignificant for
collider physics.

One of the first classifications of dimension-six operators
was proposed by Buchm�uller and Wyler [11]. Subsequently,
the number of independent operators was reduced. A new
basis, called the Warsaw basis, was proposed in 2010 by
Grzadkowski, Iskrzynski, Misiak, and Rosiek [14] and is
presented in Table 1.

The notation used in Table 1 corresponds exactly to
the original notation in [14]: H is the Higgs field doublet,
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~H � eH � is the conjugate Higgs field doublet expressed in
terms of the antisymmetric tensor of the SU�2� group, in turn
expressed in terms of the second Pauli matrix e � it 2, and

�H yiD$mH� � H y�iDmH� ÿ �iDmH
y�H;

�H yiD$ I
mH� � H yt I�iDmH� ÿ �iDmH

y�t IH ;

where t I are the Pauli matrices, T A � lA=2, lA are the Gell-
Mann matrices,Dm is the covariant derivative of the SM, and
the indices p, r, s, and t take values 1, 2, 3 corresponding to the
generation number.

TheWarsaw basis operators are divided into eight groups.
The first four groups contain operators made of only bosonic
fields. Four operators of the first group, X 3, are constructed
from field strength tensors and their duals for the SM
gauge fields: GAn

m and W In
m , eGAn

m and eW In
m . The second group,

H 6, contains only one operator made of the Higgs field. The
third group of operators, H 4D 2, consists of two operators
containing Higgs fields, ordinary derivatives, and the SM
covariant derivatives. The fourth group of eight operators
consists of the Higgs fields, gauge field strength tensors, and
their duals. The fifth, c2H 3 � h:c:, the sixth, c2XH, and the
seventh,c2H 2D, groups respectively contain three, eight, and

Table 1. Warsaw basis operators. Fifty-nine independent symmetry-preserving SM operators of dimension 6, divided into eight classes, are
presented in the original notation [14]. Notation � h.c. means the addition of the Hermitian-conjugate part. Subscripts p, r, s, t correspond to the
generation numbers.

1 : X 3 2 : H 6 3 : H 4D 2 5 : c2H 3 � h:c:

OG f ABCGAn
m GBr

n GCm
r OH �H yH�3 OH& �H yH�&�H yH� OeH �H yH���lperH�

O ~G f ABC eGAn
m GBr

n GCm
r OHD �H yDmH���H yDmH� OuH �H yH���qpur ~H�

OW E IJKW In
m WJr

n WKm
r OdH �H yH���qpdrH�

O ~W E IJK eW In
m WJr

n WKm
r

4 : X 2H 2 6 : c2XH� h:c: 7 : c2H 2D

OHG H yHGA
mnG

Amn OeW ��lpsmner�t IHW I
mn O

�1�
Hl �H yiD

$
mH���lpgmlr�

OH ~G H yH eGA
mnG

Amn OeB ��lpsmner�HBmn O
�3�
Hl �H yiD

$
I
mH���lpt Igmlr�

OHW H yHW I
mnW

Imn OuG ��qpsmnT Aur� eHGA
mn OHe �H yiD

$
mH���epgmer�

OH ~W H yH eW I
mnW

Imn OuW ��qpsmnur�t I eHW I
mn O

�1�
Hq �H yiD

$
mH���qpgmqr�

OHB H yHBmnB
mn OuB ��qpsmnur� eHBmn O

�3�
Hq �H yiD

$
I
mH���qpt Igmqr�

OH ~B H yH eBmnB
mn OdG ��qpsmnT Adr�HGA

mn OHu �H yiD
$

mH���upgmur�

OHWB H yt IHW I
mnB

mn OdW ��qpsmndr�t IHW I
mn OHd �H yiD

$
mH���dpgmdr�

OH ~WB H yt IH eW I
mnB

mn OdB ��qpsmndr�HBmn OHud � h:c: i� ~H yDmH���upgmdr�

8 : ��LL���LL� 8 : ��RR���RR� 8 : ��LL���RR�
Oll ��lpgmlr���lsgmlt� Oee ��epgmer���esgmet� Ole ��lpgmlr���esgmet�
O
�1�
qq ��qpgmqr���qsgmqt� Ouu ��upgmur���usgmut� Olu ��lpgmlr���usgmut�

O
�3�
qq ��qpgmt Iqr���qsgmt Iqt� Odd ��dpgmdr���dsgmdt� Old ��lpgmlr���dsgmdt�

O
�1�
lq ��lpgmlr���qsgmqt� Oeu ��epgmer���usgmut� Oqe ��qpgmqr���esgmet�

O
�3�
lq ��lpgmt Ilr���qsgmt Iqt� Oed ��epgmer���dsgmdt� O

�1�
qu ��qpgmqr���usgmut�

O
�1�
ud ��upgmur���dsgmdt� O

�8�
qu ��qpgmT Aqr���usgmT Aut�

O
�8�
ud ��upgmT Aur���dsgmT Adt� O

�1�
qd ��qpgmqr���dsgmdt�

O
�8�
qd ��qpgmT Aqr���dsgmT Adt�

8 : ��LR���RL� � h:c: 8 : ��LR���LR� � h:c:

Oledq ��l jper���dsqt j� O
�1�
quqd ��q j

pur�Ejk��qk
s dt�

O
�8�
quqd ��q j

pT
Aur�Ejk��qk

s T
Adt�

O
�1�
lequ ��l jper�Ejk��qk

s ut�

O
�3�
lequ ��l jpsmner�Ejk��qk

s s
mnut�
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eight operators, and consist of fermion and antifermion
fields, the Higgs and the conjugate Higgs field, strength
tensors, and covariant derivatives of the SM gauge fields.
The eighth group is formed by 25 four-fermion operators
constructed from the products of left doublets and right
singlets of SM fermions with all possible chiral combina-
tions: ��LL���LL�, ��RR���RR�, ��LL���RR�; ��LR���RL� � h:c:,
and ��LR���LR� � h:c:.

Thus, theWarsaw basis contains 4� 1� 2� 8� 3� 8�
8� 25 � 59 operators. All conservation laws are assumed to
be satisfied, including the lepton and baryon charge con-
servations, and the minimal mixing is assumed in the quark
sector in accordance with the Cabibbo±Kobayashi±Maskawa
matrix. If these assumptions are not made, then the basis of
dimension-six operators contains 2499 operators in the most
general case [15]. Many other versions of the operator basis
have also been proposed, but the Warsaw basis is accepted
by the scientific community as a common tool for carrying
out various calculations and analyzing data from various
experiments. The agreement on the choice of a single basis
fundamentally allows comparing different results.

We give a small example illustrating the problem of
finding an operator basis [16]: the f4 model described by the
Lagrangian

L � 1

2
�qf�2 ÿ l

4
f4 : �2�

There are three dimension-six operators:

f6; �q2f�2; f2�qf�2 :

The question is how many independent operators exist. It
turns out that only one of these three operators, say, f6, is
independent. This follows from the equation of motion

qmq
mf� lf3 � 0

and two relations that are implied by the equation of motion
and the fact that, when using integration by parts, the total
derivative does not contribute to the action,

�q2f�2 ÿ l2f6 � �q2fÿ lf3��q2f� lf3� � 0 ;

given the equation of motion

0 � qm�f3q mf� � 3f2�qf�2 � f3q2f � 3f2�qf�2 ÿ lf6:

When finding a basis of independent operators, a natural
question arises: why does the derivation rely on the classical
equations of motion, which follow only from the SM
Lagrangian, or only from Lagrangian (2) in the above simple
example, without the order-1=L2 additions to the equations
of motion that follow from the effective Lagrangian? We can
imagine that one of the SM equations of motion, for example,
relates the covariant derivative and the current:

DmF
mn ÿ gj n � 0 :

Then, an expression proportional to 1=L2 occurs instead of
zero on the left-hand side in the corresponding equation
following from Lagrangian (1). If there are two operators
that differ from each other only in that one contains DmF

mn

and the other contains j n, then the difference between their
contributions to effective Lagrangian (1) has the next order of

smallness, 1=L4, when equations of motion (1) are used in
these operators. Therefore, up to the next order of smallness
in 1=L2, these operators are equivalent.

4. 1=K4 contributions

One of the serious and widely discussed problems related to
the SMEFT formalism is the question: is it necessary to take
terms of the order of 1=L4 into account when calculating the
contributions to the cross sections and other characteristics of
the processes? The cross section of the processes, including the
contribution of the SMEFT operators, has the general form

sSMEFT � s SM �
�X

i

C
�6�
i

L2
Int
�SM�6�
i � h:c:

�

�
�X

i; j

C
�6�
i � C

�6 ��
j

L4
s �6�6

��
i j � h:c:

�

�
�X

j

C
�8�
j

L4
Int
�SM�8�
i � h:c:

�
� . . . : �3�

As we see from formula (3), an order-1=L2 term comes from
the interference of the contributions of the SMEFT operators
with the SM contributions (Int

�SM�6�
i ), while an order-1=L4

term is given by the squared contribution of the dimension-six
SMEFT operators and the interference of the dimension-
eight operator contributions with the SM contributions
(Int

�SM�8�
i ).
Three possible answers to the question posed about the

need to take quadratic contributions of the order of 1=L4 into
account can be found in the literature.

(1) Only terms of the order of 1=L2 (i.e., only terms due to
interferencewith the SM contributions)must be kept, because
we still cannot take dimension-eight operators into account,
and therefore the 1=L4 contributions cannot be properly
taken into account.

(2) It is necessary to include not only terms of the order of
1=L2 but also some of the 1=L4 terms that come from the
quadratic contributions of dimension-six operators. This is
justified by the fact that in some cases the interference
terms with SM contributions are equal to zero, for example,
for operators describing flavor-changing neutral currents
(FCNC), or are very small, for example, contributions to the
amplitudes of certain chiralities. Also, without including the
quadratic terms, the cross sections can be ill defined: they can
be negative when the SM contribution is very small.

(3) The analysis must always be carried out twice: with
and without the 1=L4 contributions taken into account.
Comparing the results of the two analyses should then make
it possible to clarify the applicability range of the approach
and thus obtain more reasonable constraints. This standpoint
is clearly formulated in [17], and it is this approach that
seems to be the most reasonable. In Fig. 4, we show how to
extract the bounds on the Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT
approach. For this, the idea is to carry out an analysis in
the case where only terms of the order 1=L2 are taken into
account and in the case where terms of the order 1=L4 are also
taken into account, depending on the cutoff from above for
some kinematical variable like the total energy ŝ of the parton
process or the total transverse energy HT of the process.
Cutoffs of this type, indicated in the figure as E 2

cut, are to
ensure the unitarity and guarantee that the computation and
analysis exclude ranges where unitary behavior could be
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violated. The regions above the curves in Fig. 4 labeled as
Ci�Ecut=L�2 � const andCi�Ecut=�4pL��2 � const correspond
to ranges where either the calculation of the higher correc-
tions fails, which is to be discussed in Sections 5 below, or the
perturbative unitarity condition is violated. As a result of the
analysis carried out with only linear or with linear and
quadratic contributions in 1=L2, kept for different values of
the cutoff Ecut with the condition restricted to allowed
regions, a cutoff is found at which these two methods of
analysis yield close constraints on the Wilson coefficient Ci.
The constraints thus obtained are the most consistent and do
not violate the perturbativity and unitarity conditions.

But it must be borne in mind that the problem is in fact
more complex. In a number of cases where unstable particles
with subsequently decay are produced, dimension-six opera-
tors contribute both to the production process and to the
decay process. In such cases, it is necessary to carefully single
out the leading and next-to-leading contributions in 1=L2 to
squared matrix elements, using the fact that the total width of
unstable particles in the corresponding denominators of the
amplitudes also contains contributions of dimension-six
operators.

A convenient technique for computations and modeling
processes with unstable particles, which allows separating
linear and quadratic contributions, is the method of auxiliary
fields [18]. The main idea of the method is to introduce
additional subsidiary vector bosons V1subsidiary, V2subsidiary,
. . . with the same masses and coupling parameters as the
gauge bosons in the SM, but with anomalous coupling at the
vertex where the anomalous contribution from the dimen-
sion-six operator is considered. The introduction of addi-
tional vector bosons leads to an increase in the number of
Feynman diagrams for the process under consideration.
Depending on the requirements for a particular problem, it
is possible to turn individual diagrams `on' and `off' when
calculating matrix elements corresponding to the linear
contribution of anomalous operators, the interference terms,
and other terms of a higher order in 1=L2. The efficiency of
the method is demonstrated via the example of the problem
of searching for anomalous operators at the vertex describ-
ing the t quark coupling to the W boson and the b quark,
including anomalous interactions for all three processes:
t-channel, s-channel, and tW (a single t-quark production).

We note that there are cases where expansions only begin
with operators of dimension 8, as in models with extra spatial
dimensions after integrating out heavy gravitational modes.
An example of such an analysis is given in [19].

5. SMEFT and higher-order perturbative
corrections

It is well known that, in calculating the characteristics of SM
processes, an important role is played by perturbative
corrections beyond the leading order (LO) in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD): the next-to-leading order (NLO)
and the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO); in some
cases, especially for processes in lepton colliders, electroweak
(EW) perturbative corrections in quantum electrodynamics
(QED) are also important. Such corrections not only result in
significant changes to the cross sections of the processes and,
possibly, some kinematical distributions, but also stabilize the
results with respect to the variation in the renormalization
and factorization scales that arise when calculating higher-
order corrections. Therefore, taking the corrections into
account increases the accuracy of theoretical predictions,
which, in turn, leads to a decrease in process modeling
uncertainties in the analysis of experimental data.

In the SMEFT approach, a question naturally arises
about the perturbative corrections, first and foremost about
the QCD NLO corrections, to the contributions of higher-
dimension operators. How is the renormalization procedure
implemented in the SMEFT approach? From a naive stand-
point, it would seem that it is theoretically impossible to do
this consistently, because theories involving operators with
dimensions higher than 4 belong to the class of nonrenorma-
lizable theories in terms of the formal power-counting in loop
diagrams. But it turns out in this case that the renormalization
procedure can be applied to the perturbative SM corrections
sequentially in each order in 1=L2. Gauge invariance and the
previously noted local nature of the counterterms prove quite
helpful here [13, 20]. Gauge invariance guarantees that in each
order in 1=L2 the number of operators and corresponding
Wilson coefficients is finite, even if quite large. Because the
operator basis contains all operators in each order in 1=L2, all
counterterms that must preserve gauge invariance and appear
in calculating the corrections are again expressed in terms of
the operators of the same complete set, which allows the
renormalization procedure to be carried out. The situation
here is the same as for any running coupling constant in a
renormalizable field theory: the Wilson coefficient is mea-
sured on some scale, and the theory predicts its value on any
other scale. Naturally, all coefficients C

�6�
i and the contribu-

tions Int
�SM�6�
i , s�6�6

��
i j , etc., in formula (3) become dependent

on the renormalization scale m2. The renormalization proce-
dure results, generally speaking, in a mixing of the operator
contributions. The Wilson coefficients satisfy the renormali-
zation-group equation

m
d

dm
C
�6�
i �m� �

X
j

gi jC
�6�
j �m� ; �4�

where gi j is the matrix of anomalous dimensions, off-diagonal
in general. In [15, 21, 22], the full 59� 59matrix of anomalous
dimensions for dimension-six operators is given in the one-
loop approximation, including not only QCD corrections but
also corrections due to Yukawa couplings and the Higgs self-
coupling.

Ci�Ecut=4pL�2= const

Ci�Ecut=L�2= const

Linear bound

Quadratic bound

Ci=L2

E 2
cut

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the procedure for extracting bounds

[17] on Wilson coefficients for dimension-six operators in the SMEFT

approach.
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Importantly, the contribution of other dimension-six
operatorsÐ those that did not contribute at the tree levelÐ
appears when calculating higher-order corrections. In prac-
tice, higher-order calculations in the SMEFT approach are
quite complex, and it is therefore not yet possible to fully
automate such calculations. But quite a large number of
calculations that take higher orders into account have been
performed for specific processes involving the production and
decay of the Higgs boson or the t quark [23±49].

Several examples are discussed in Sections 6±8 below.

6. SMEFT in the study
of Higgs boson couplings

6.1 Higgs boson decay h! b�b
Calculation of the complete set of NLO corrections for QCD
and QED, as well as corrections due to the Yukawa coupling
to the Higgs boson decay h! b�b [34, 48] in the SMEFT
approach, showed that 45 dimension-six operators contribute
at that level. In calculating the corrections, it is convenient to
introduce the dimensional Wilson coefficients related to the
coefficients of the Warsaw basis as �Ci � C

�6�
i =L2. In many

studies, constraints on these parameters are given in units of
TeVÿ2. In the calculations in [48], whose logic we follow here,
the set of initial parameters was given by

as; a; mf; MH; MW; MZ; Vi j; �Ci :

Here, as � g 2
s =�4p� and a � e 2=�4p� are the strong and

electromagnetic coupling constants, mf, MH, MW, and MZ

are the fermion, Higgs boson,W-boson, and Z-bosonmasses,
and Vi j are the elements of the Cabibbo±Kobayashi±
Maskawa mixing matrix. The expression for the decay width
is the sum of the leading term, labeled with the superscript (0),
and the contribution of the first perturbative correction,
labeled with the superscript (1):

G�h! b�b� � G �0� � G �1� :

In contrast to the standardly calculated perturbative SM
corrections, the SMEFT leading terms and corrections
consist of two parts corresponding to operators of dimension
four and six:

G �0� � G �4;0� � G �6;0� ;

G �1� � G �4;1� � G �6;1� :

The dimension-six contributions come from the interference
of the SM contributions and the dimension-six Warsaw-basis
operators. Quadratic corrections of the order of 1=L4, which
were discussed in Section 5, were not taken into account in
this analysis; this problem remains unresolved. The two-
particle decay rate, corrected in the first order of the
perturbation theory, as is usually the case with perturbative
corrections in field theory, is the sum of the tree contribution,
the tree level contribution, the interference contribution of
tree and loop two-particle amplitudes, and the three-particle
tree contribution with the emission of a gluon (strong
correction) and a photon (electroweak correction):

G �
�

dF2

2MH
jMh!b�bj2 �

�
dF3

2MH
jMh!b�b�g;g�j2 ;

where dFi, i � 2; 3, is an element of two- and three-particle
phase space. The Kinoshita±Lee±Nauenberg (KLN) theorem

[50, 51] guarantees that, when adding the contributions
involving the loop correction and the actual gluon or photon
emission, the infrared divergences cancel.

An important point to be taken into account is the shift of
the SMvacuum expectation value vSM due to the contribution
of the operator OH � �H�H�3. The potential of the Higgs
field H is then expressed as

V�H� � l
�
H yHÿ v

2
SM

2

�2

� CH�H yH� 3 :

The vacuum expectation value corresponding to the mini-
mum of this potential has the following form under the
condition that the correction to the SM potential due to the
OH operator be small:

�H yH�min �
1

2
v 2SMEFT �

1

2
v 2
SM

�
1ÿ 3CHv

2
SM

4l

�
:

In addition, it must be taken into account in calculations
that the operators OH& � �H yH�&�H yH� and OHD �
�H yDmH���H yDmH� lead to the following addition to the
Higgs boson field h�x� in the kinetic term,

H�x� � 1���
2
p

0�
1�

�
CH& ÿ 1

4
CHD

�
vSM

�
h�x� � vSMEFT

0@ 1A ;

where the Higgs field doublet H�x� is represented in the
unitary gauge, and the factor �1� �CH& ÿ �1=4�CHD�vSM�
must be taken into account in the normalization of h�x� for
the kinetic term to be brought to the canonical form.

It must also be borne in mind that the operators OHD

and OHWB � H yt IHW I
mnB

mn contribute to the electroweak
coupling constants g1 � e=cW and g2 � e=sW,

�g1 � g1

�
1ÿ v

2
SM

4
CHD

�
;

�g2 � g2

�
1� v 2

SM

cW
sW

�
CHWB � cW

4sW
CHD

��
;

where sW and cW are the sine and cosine of the Weinberg
mixing angle.

Thus, the LO contributions to the decay width in the
zeroth order (which is the SM contribution) and the first
order in 1=L2 take the form

G�4;0� � NcmHm
2
b

8pv 2
SM

;
�5�

G �6;0� � 2G �4;0�
�
CH& ÿ CHD

4

�
1ÿ c 2W

s 2W

�
� cW

sW
CHWB ÿ vSM

mb

CbH���
2
p

�
v 2SM ;

whereNc � 3 is the number of colors. It can be seen that four
Warsaw basis operators contribute to the LO: OH&, OHD,
OHWB, and ObH � OdH for the b-quark, the down quark of
the third generation. The operatorObH leads to an addition to
the Yukawa SM Lagrangian and hence to an additional
contribution to the vertex of the b-quark coupling to the
Higgs boson. In formulas (5), the factor b 3, which is close to
unity, is omitted, with b � �1ÿm 2

b=M
2
H�1=2.
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Calculations of the NLO perturbative corrections them-
selves are much more laborious compared to calculations of
the SM corrections but do not involve any fundamental
difference, albeit not without some subtleties in the details of
using various renormalization schemes. It is necessary to
carefully renormalize all incoming coupling constants,
masses, and field functions in the zeroth and first orders in
1=L2. In the 1=L2 order and in the first LO in the coupling
constants, new operators appear that also contribute. It turns
out that 45 SMEFT operators make a contribution and hence
the width depends on 45 Wilson coefficients.

It is well known that, in the minimal subtraction scheme
MS, some of the QCD corrections reduce to changing the
b-quark mass, i.e., to replacing the pole massmb�mb�with the
running mass normalized to the Higgs boson mass MH,
mb�MH�. The formulas for LO approximation (5) can then
be expressed in terms of the mass mb�MH� [34, 48]:

G
�4;0��MH� � NcmHm

2
b �MH�

8pv 2SM
: �6�

Numerically, the value of the running b-quark mass decreases
from about 4.8 GeV to 3 GeV when moving to the normal-
ization point MH, resulting in a noticeable decrease in the
partial width G �4;0� compared with G �4;0� and hence in the
leading correction of SMEFT G �6;0� operators compared with
G �6;0�.

Results for the LO and NLO contributions can be
represented as expressions for DLO�MH� and DNLO�MH� [48]
on the scaleMH:

DLO�MH� � G
�4;0��MH� � G

�6;0��MH�
G
�4;0��MH�

;
�7�

DNLO�MH� � DLO�MH� � G
�4;1��MH� � G

�6;1��MH�
G
�4;0��MH�

:

Nonfactorizable QCD±QED corrections, corrections due
to the large Yukawa coupling constant of the t-quark and the
Higgs boson, the renormalization of all electroweak con-
stants to the scaleMH, and a number of other, less significant,
corrections were taken into account in numerical calcula-
tions. The main NLO corrections are related to the contribu-
tions of operators that already appear in the LO. The
calculation results are given by the following formulas [48]:

DLO�mH� � 1� v
2
SM

L2

�
3:74CHWB � 2:00CH&

ÿ 1:41
vSM
mb

CbH � 1:24CHD

�
; �8�

DNLO�mH� � 1:13� v
2
SM

L2

�
4:16CHWB � 2:40CH&

ÿ 1:73
vSM
mb

CbH � 1:33CHD

�
� . . . : �9�

A comparison of formulas (8) and (9) shows that the NLO
correction to the SM is 13%. This 13% is made up of about
18% due to QCD±QED NLO corrections and ÿ5% due to
other contributions [48]. The correction to the Wilson coeffi-
cient CHWB is approximately 11% (��4:16ÿ 3:74�=3:74� �
100%). NLO corrections to the Wilson coefficients CH&,
CbH, and CHD are close to 20%, 23%, and 7%, respectively.
The corrections are significant and must be taken into
account when imposing experimental bounds.

6.2 Higgs boson decay h! cc
The SMEFT NLO corrections in QCD for the h! gg decay
were calculated in [29, 30, 43] within two independent
approaches. In the approach in [43], the correction is
presented in terms of the ratio of the Higgs boson decay
width into two photons, taking into account the contribution
of the NLO operators and corrections to the SMwidth of this
decay,

Rh!gg � G�SMEFT; h! gg�
G�SM; h! gg� � 1� dRh!gg ;

where the SMwidth is given by a well-known formula [62±64]
in which only the leading contribution of the t quark is kept
among all fermion contributions to the triangular loop,

G�SM; h! gg� � GFa 2
EMM 3

H

128
���
2
p

p3
jIggj2 ;

Igg � Igg�rt; rW� � Q 2
t NcA1=2�rt� ÿ A1�rW� ;

A1=2�rt� � 2rt
�
1� �1ÿ rt� f �rt�

�
;

A1�rW� � 2� 3rW
�
1� �2ÿ rW� f �rW�

�
:

Here, Qt and mt are the t-quark charge and mass, Nc � 3,
rt � 4m 2

t =M
2
H, rW � 4M 2

W=M
2
H, and the function f �r� is finite

and can be represented in the form

f �r� �
arcsin2

�
1��
r
p
�
; r5 1 ;

ÿ 1

4

�
log

�
1� �����������

1ÿ r
p

1ÿ �����������
1ÿ r
p

�
ÿ ip

�2
; r4 1 :

8>>><>>>:
We note that the three Warsaw-basis operators

OHW � H yHW I
mnW

Imn ; OHB � H yHBmnB
mn ;

OHWB � H yt IHW I
mnB

mn

contribute at the tree level to the vertex of the Higgs boson
coupling with two photons after the Higgs field acquires a
vacuum expectation value and spontaneous symmetry break-
ing occurs. Exactly these operators determine the dominant
part of the correction to the SM contribution and of the NLO
corrections. The operators

OuW � ��qpsmnur�t I ~HW I
mn ; OuB � ��qpsmnur� ~HBmn

for the top quark of the third generation �u � t� lead to the
appearance of a four-point interaction vertex �tthg. Such a
vertex contributes via the t-quark loop to the h! gg decay
process. The corresponding contributions, proportional to
the inverse scale 1=L2 and the Wilson coefficients, are also
added to the SM contribution, but are numerically much
smaller. The calculation result can be represented by the
following formula, which explicitly shows the dependence
on the normalization scale m2 [43]:

dRh!gg ' ÿ
�
48:04ÿ 1:07 log

m2

M 2
W

�
CHB

ÿ
�
14:29ÿ 0:12 log

m2

M 2
W

�
CHW

�
�
26:62ÿ 0:52 log

m2

M 2
W

�
CHWB
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�
�
2:11ÿ 0:84 log

m2

M 2
W

�
CtB

�
�
1:13ÿ 0:45 log

m2

M 2
W

�
CtW � . . . :

Several other operators contribute to the width of the Higgs
boson decay into two photons [43], but numerically these
contributions are negligible. The QCD NLO corrections to
these contributions are of the order of 10%. The operators
OuB and OuW start making a contribution only at the loop
level, and this contribution is much less significant. Data on
the signal strength or theHiggs boson decay into two photons
at the LHC allow obtaining bounds only on the above five
Wilson coefficients [43]:

jCHBj9 0:003

�1 TeV�2 ; jC
HWj9 0:011

�1 TeV�2 ; jC
HWBj9 0:006

�1 TeV�2 ;

jCtBj9 0:071

�1 TeV�2 ; jC
tWj9 0:133

�1 TeV�2 : �10�

We note that operatorCHWB makes a direct contribution [52]
to the Peskin±Takeuchi S parameter [53]:

CHWB � GF aEM
2
���
2
p

sc
DS :

Data on precision measurements of the electroweak para-
meters at the Z-boson pole give bounds on the parameter S
[54], DS 2 �ÿ0:06; 0:07�, which leads to a constraint on the
Wilson coefficient CHWB,

jCHWBj9 0:005 TeVÿ2 ;

which practically coincides with constraints (10) [43] deduced
from the Higgs boson signal strength. The constraints on the
coefficients jCHBj and jCHWj obtained in [54, 55] from the
LHC data and precision measurements of electroweak
parameters are in good agreement with constraints (10). At
the same time, the constraints on theWilson coefficients jCtBj
and jCtWj given in (10) are approximately an order of
magnitude more stringent than those following from the
analysis of the �ttZ process: jCtBj9 7:1 TeVÿ2 and
jCtWj9 2:5 TeVÿ2 [61].

The above example illustrates one of the advantages of the
SMEFT approach: the ability to consistently compare the
results deduced from the data of essentially different experi-
ments.

6.3 SMEFT and the j formalism
When analyzing deviations from SM predictions in processes
involving the Higgs boson, the so-called k formalism is often
used in theoretical and experimental studies [56, 57]. In this
formalism, the terms of the SM Lagrangian are multiplied by
the factors ki, which are called modifiers of the Higgs boson
coupling constants, and the Lagrangian itself is written as

Lk � kW2m 2
WW�

m W
ÿm h

vSM
� kZm 2

ZZmZ
m h

vSM

ÿ
X
c

kcmc
�cc

h

vSM
� g 2

s

32p2
kgGa

mnG
amn h

vSM

� e 2

16p2
kgFmnF

mn h

vSM
� e 2

16p2
kZgZmnF

mn h

vSM
; �11�

where the symbol c denotes all fermions of the SM.
Obviously, for kW, kZ, and kc equal to unity and kg, kg, and
kZg equal to zero, Lagrangian (11) becomes the tree
Lagrangian of the SM. In the SM, the terms in (11)
proportional to kg, kg, or kZg arise at the loop level, and
these coefficients themselves are expressed via well-known
formulas like (10) in terms of the SM parameters (coupling
constants and the t-quark, W-boson, and Higgs-boson
masses), as well as in terms of the modifiers kW, kZ, and kt.

In experiments, the bounds for modifiers are determined
from measurements of the cross sections and decay widths in
accordance with the obvious formulas

k 2
i �

si
sSM
i

or k 2
i �

G i

G i
SM

: �12�

Figure 5 shows the results for the allowed spread in the values
of modifiers of the Higgs boson coupling constants obtained
from analyzing the LHC data at an energy of 13 TeV by the
ATLAS collaboration (Fig. 5a) [58] and the CMS collabora-
tion (Fig. 5b) [59], as well as the expected accuracy in
determining these modifiers, which can be obtained at the
LHC in the high-luminosity regime of 3 abÿ1 at a 14-TeV
collision energy (Fig. 5c) [57].

We note, however, that the k formalism is not gauge
invariant with respect to the SM electroweak group. In this
formalism, it is impossible to calculate the perturbative
corrections consistently, which leads to significant theoreti-
cal uncertainties in predictions and therefore affects the
accuracy of process modeling in the analysis of experimental
data. These circumstances motivate the LHC experimental
collaborations to analyze data using the SMEFT approach,
which is more consistent than the k formalism.1 The analysis
is based on calculations of perturbative corrections done in
the SMEFT formalism, which we briefly discussed above.
Using the full collected statistics, the CMS collaboration
analyzed data both in the k formalism and in the SMEFT
approach. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 6 [60]. As can
be seen, different signs of the coefficients are still not ruled out
in a number of cases, either in the k formalism or in the
SMEFT, and the accuracy of the constraints is not high in
many cases. Therefore, many possibilities remain for mani-
festations of various extensions of the SM and the allowed
parameter regions of the corresponding models.

1 Let us clarify that, as long as we are talking about imposing bounds on

the k parameters with ever-increasing precision, the k formalism is not

fraught with any particular problems. But if some deviation starts

appearing, then the question of the significance of this deviation becomes

very acute. In this case, a question naturally arises about the accuracy of

the deviation modeling and hence the question about the theoretical

uncertainty as part of the systematic error in the analysis. These issues

inevitably call into question the proof of the statistical significance of the

deviation in the k formalism, which would then require more reasonable

signal modeling based on a more theoretically consistent gauge-invariant

formalism, such as the SMEFT. Therefore, the CMS and ATLAS

collaborations are already increasingly reliant on the SMEFT formalism

to model deviations and impose bounds. If a significant deviation is found

in someWilson coefficients divided byL2, then it is necessary to conduct a

detailed analysis of various models leading to precisely those operators in

whose coefficients the deviations are found. Comparing the details of the

predictions of different models, it would then be possible to single out

those that are more likely to describe the deviations. We return to this

discussion in Section 9.
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7. t-quark sector in the SMEFT approach

The 28 Warsaw-basis operators directly enter the t-quark
sector. This set includes 9 operators made of two quark and
two bosonic fields, 11 four-quark operators, and 8 operators
made of two quark and two lepton fields. In addition to these
operators, which preserve the baryon and lepton quantum
numbers, there are five more operators that violate them. The
explicit form of all these operators in exact correspondence
with the original notation for theWarsaw basis is presented in
Table 2 and in a somewhat different notation in [17].

Twenty-eight operators containing at least one t-quark
field are listed in Table 2. They do not include operators of the
first four groups of Warsaw-basis operators, include one
operator from the fifth group, four operators of the sixth
and seventh groups, and 19 four-fermion operators from the
eighth group with fermions of the left (L) and right (R)
chiralities in all possible combinations. The operators in
Table 2 preserve the lepton and baryon quantum numbers.
There are five more dimension-six operators [14, 17] that
violate the lepton and baryon quantum numbers. We do not
present their explicit form.
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Figure 5. (Color online.)Modifiers ofHiggs boson coupling constants fromLHCdata at 13TeV: (a)ATLAS [58] and (b)CMS [59]. (c)Modifiers expected

at the LHC in the high-luminosity regime of 3 abÿ1 at an energy of 14 TeV [57].
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Figure 6. (Color online.) Preliminary CMS collaboration results [60] on measuring modifiers k of (a) Higgs boson coupling constants and (b) constraints

on the Wilson coefficients for a number of SMEFT operators from LHC data at 13 TeV, based on statistics up to 137 fbÿ1 [60].
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The study of possible deviations from the SM in t-quark
couplings, which are parameterized by the above operators
in the SMEFT approach, and the search for the correspond-
ing experimental manifestations of these deviations are of
great scientific interest, largely motivated by the fact that the
t-quark is the heaviest among the known elementary particles,
with a mass of the order of the vacuum expectation value of
the Higgs field, i.e., of the order of the electroweak energy
scale. As is well established theoretically and confirmed
experimentally, the t quark cannot form strongly bound
states (hadrons) because its lifetime is so short compared to
the characteristic formation times of hadrons that it decays
long before it can bind into colorless hadrons with other
quarks or antiquarks. This property allows studying the
fundamental structure of t-quark couplings without the
influence of hadronization effects. In view of the large mass
of the t-quark and rather weak mixing with quarks of the first
two generations, it is quite possible that deviations from the
SM, parameterized by higher-order operators, can manifest
themselves in the sectors of the t quark and the Higgs boson,
whose masses, referred to as natural, are of the order of the
electroweak scale.

We consider several examples of studying deviations from
the SM in t-quark couplings.

7.1 Anomalous Wtb couplings
The coupling of the t quark to the W boson and the b quark,
determined by the Wtb vertex, is responsible for the t-quark
decay. In the SM, this vertex has the same V±A structure as

the other SM vertices in terms of which charged currents are
expressed. But many extensions of the SM predict possible
changes in the structure of this coupling. TheWtb coupling is
studied experimentally at the LHC either directly in the decay
of a t quark during its pair production via strong QCD
interactions or in a single production event due to electro-
weak interactions. The single production cross section is
proportional to the Wtb vertex squared.

In studying the possible structures of the Wtb vertex, the
effective Lagrangian is traditionally used in the form [65]

L � ÿ g���
2
p �bgm

ÿ
fLVPL � fRVPR

�
tWÿ

m

ÿ g���
2
p �b

ismn

2MW

ÿ
fLTPL � fRTPR

�
tWÿ

mn � h:c: ; �13�

where PL;R � �1� g5�=2 are the projection operators on the
left- and right-chiral states, Wÿ

mn � qmWÿ
n ÿ qnWÿ

m , g is the
SM electroweak constant for the gauge group SUL�2�, and
fLV�T� and fRV�T� are dimensionless coefficients. In particular,
theATLAS andCMS collaborations analyzed theWtb vertex
using Lagrangian (13) so as to impose constraints on the
parameters of the anomalous coupling constants. The most
stringent constraints on anomalous parameters in the first run
of the LHCwere obtained in [71]. In finding these constraints,
the essential points were the modeling of signal processes and
the preparation of a minimum set of event samples by the
above method, with subsidiary vector fields introduced that
have the same coupling as the SM gauge fields, except for the
interaction vertex with an anomalous parameter [18].

Table 2. Twenty-eight operators of dimension 6 from the complete set of 59Warsaw basis operators containing the t quark and contributing to processes
involving it.

8 : ��LR���RL� � h:c: 8 : ��LR���LR� � h:c:

Oledq ��l jper���dsqt j� O
�1�
quqd ��q j

pur�Ejk��qk
s dt�

O
�8�
quqd ��q j

pT
Aur�Ejk��qk

s T
Adt�

O
�1�
lequ ��l jper�Ejk��qk

s ut�
O
�3�
lequ ��l jpsmner�Ejk��qk

s s
mnut�

8 : ��LL���LL� 8 : ��RR���RR� 8 : ��LL���RR�

O
�1�
qq ��qpgmqr���qsgmqt� Ouu ��upgmur���usgmut� Olu ��lpgmlr���usgmut�

O
�3�
qq ��qpgmt Iqr���qsgmt Iqt� Oeu ��epgmer���usgmut� Oqe ��qpgmqr���esgmet�

O
�1�
lq ��lpgmlr���qsgmqt� O

�1�
ud ��upgmur���dsgmdt� O

�1�
qu ��qpgmqr���usgmut�

O
�3�
lq ��lpgmt Ilr���qsgmt Iqt� O

�8�
ud ��upgmT Aur���dsgmT Adt� O

�8�
qu ��qpgmT Aqr���usgmT Aut�

O
�1�
qd ��qpgmqr���dsgmdt�

O
�8�
qd ��qpgmT Aqr���dsgmT Adt�

6 : c2XH� h:c: 7 : c2H 2D

OuG ��qpsmnT Aur� eHGA
mn O

�1�
Hq �H y iD

$
mH���qpgmqr�

OuW ��qpsmnur�t I eHW I
mn O

�3�
Hq �H y iD

$
I
mH���qpt Ig mqr�

OuB ��qpsmnur� eHBmn OHu �H y iD
$

mH���upgmur�

OdW ��qpsmndr�t IHW I
mn OHud � h:c: i� eH yDmH���upgmdr�

5 : c2H 3 � h:c:

OuH �H yH���qpur ~H�
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The Lorentz structures of Lagrangian (13) [65], which is
widely used in the analysis of experimental data and contains
anomalous constants of the t-quark coupling to the b quark
and the W boson, follow from the four Warsaw basis
operators containing the t quark (2): O

�3�
Hq , OHu, OdW, and

OuW [66±69], which are related to the notation in [17] as

O
�3�
Hq � O

�3;33�
fq ; OHu � O

�33�
fud ; OdW � O

�33�
dW ; OuW � O

�33�
uW :

The operators O
�3;33�
fq , O

�33�
fud , O

�33�
dW , and O

�33�
uW have the

following form in the notation used in [17]:

O
�3;33�
fq � i

2

�
fyt I�Dmf� ÿ �Dmf

y�t If���qL3gmt IqL3� ;
O
�33�
fud � i�~fyDmf���tRgmbR� ; �14�

O
�33�
dW � ��qL3smnt IbR�fW I

mn ;

O
�33�
uW � ��qL3smnt ItR�~fW I

mn ;

where the Higgs field doubletH is denoted by f, qL3 is the left
chiral doublet tL and bL of quark fields of the third
generation, and tR and bR are the corresponding right chiral
fields.

In the relevant notation, the Wilson coefficients C
�3;33�
fq ,

C
�33�
fud ,C

�33�
dW , and C

�33�
uW standing at the operators are related to

the anomalous parameters in the Wtb vertex as [66±70]

fLV � Vtb � C
�3;33�
fq

v 2

L2
; fRV � 1

2
C
�33�
fud

v 2

L2
;

�15�
fLT �

���
2
p

C
�33�
dW

v 2

L2
; fRT �

���
2
p

C
�33�
uW

v 2

L2
;

as can be easily verified from the explicit form of operators
(14) in the unitary gauge using the expressions for the Pauli
matrices, doublets of the left quark fields, and the Higgs
boson.

Compared to the approach in which deviations from the
SM are parameterized by anomalous coupling constants that
modify the corresponding vertices of the t-quark coupling to
other fields, additional point-like vertices with four or five
external lines appear in the SMEFT approach. These vertices
ensure gauge invariance with respect to the entire SM gauge
group. It follows from the form of operators (14) that, in
addition to anomalous contributions to the Wtb vertex,
additional point four-particle vertices arise, such as Wtbg,
WtbZ,WtbH,W�Wÿb�b, and five-particle vertices, including
WtbgH and WtbZH.

An analysis of a single t-quark production in the t-channel
in the SMEFT formalism at the NLO level, with the emerging
nonresonance contributions from the vertexW�Wÿb�b taken
into account, showed that, in addition to the appearance of
the K factor, the angular distributions of produced particles
are somewhat modified [49]. However, these modifications
are not significant, at the level of a few percent. But the
corrections due to terms of the order of 1=L4 can reach 20%
of the order-1=L2 contributions, which is very significant. A
corresponding experimental analysis at the NLO level has
not yet been done, but the terms quadratic in anomalous
constants, corresponding to the order 1=L4, were taken into
account in the ATLAS and CMS experiments, including in
the analysis in [71].

7.2 Deviations in t-quark couplings
in gluon±gluon collisions
Pair production is the leading t-quark production process at
the LHC, with approximately 85% of the production cross
sections being due to the contribution of a subprocess with
initial-state gluons. In the SM, the cross section and other
characteristics are well known and agree with measurements
within the accuracy. The cross pair production section,
including the NNLO corrections of strong interactions and
theNLO corrections of electroweak interactions at a collision
energy of 13 TeV, is s�tt

SM � 832�20ÿ29�scales� � 35�PDF� as� pb
[72, 73] (PDF is the probability density function). But, as
is well known, taking the t-quark decay into aW-boson and a
b-quark into account gives rise to single-resonance and
nonresonance contributions appearing in the complete set of
diagrams along with the double-resonance contributions
of pair production and decays of t-quarks. For the single-
resonance contribution corresponding to the gg! tWb
process, large QCD corrections to the vertex with the gluon
splitting into a b�b pair must be taken into account.
Resummation of these corrections amounts to the introduc-
tion of a distribution function of the b-quark in the proton,
and the process of a single production of the t-quark becomes
gb! tW. We do not discuss the well-known problem of how
different contributions should be brought together in order
to avoid double counting, but we note that the NNLO
corrections to gb! tW are known and the cross section of a
single t-quark production process in the mode of associative
productionwith aWboson at the LHCat an energy of 13 TeV
is s�tW

SM � 71:7� 1:8�scales� � 3:4�PDF� as� pb [74].
Figure 7a,b [75] shows the SM diagrams that make the

leading tree-level contribution to the processes of single,
gb! tW, and pair, gg! t�t, t-quark production. From
the form of the vertices included in the process diagrams,
it is clear which Warsaw basis operators modify them and
produce additional contributions. Thus, in the process of pair
production in the SM, the t-quark±gluon interaction vertices
t�tg and the three-gluon ggg vertex appear. Accordingly, the
following operators make a contribution:

OuG � ��qpsmnT Aur� eHGA
mn ; �16�

OG � f ABCGAn
m GBr

n GCm
r ;

where qp � qL3 and ur � tR are the left doublet and right
singlet of third-generation quarks (p � q � 3). The first
operator in (16) is denoted as OuG � O 33

uG in [17] and as
OuG � OtG in [75], with the corresponding notation for the
Wilson coefficients in the operators. We note that operator
OtG not only leads to an addition to the vertex t�tg but also
gives rise to a new four-point vertex t�tgg. Operator OG,
similarly, not only adds to the three-gluon vertex but also
gives rise to four-, five-, and six-gluon vertices, which do not
contribute to the tree process, but must be taken into account
when calculating higher-order corrections. In Fig. 7d, we
show the corresponding diagrams and highlight the vertices
with the contributions of the SMEFT operators.

We also note that, for indices corresponding to different
generations, operator OuG is denoted as O 13

uG and O 23
uG in [17]

and as Ou�c�G in [75]; it adds new flavor-breaking vertices u�tg
and c�tg. These operators contribute to the associative tW
production process, as is shown in Fig. 7c.

Vertices t�tg and Wtb participate in the diagrams of a
single t-quark production process in association with the
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W boson. Therefore, this process allows studying the
operators contributing to the above vertices and imposing
bounds on the corresponding Wilson coefficients.

The CMS collaboration performed an analysis to impose
direct constraints on the SMEFT operators

OtG ; OG ; O
�3�
fq ; OtW ; Ou�c�G ;

which contribute to the processes caused by pair production
of t-quarks and single production of a t-quark in the tW
channel [75]. The individual constraints on the Wilson
coefficients obtained in the experiment, presented in Fig. 8,
are numerically comparable to the previously predicted
theoretical values or are somewhat better [27, 31].

7.3 SMEFT deviations in t-quark couplings to the Z boson
The CMS collaboration also obtained constraints on the
Wilson coefficients of operators contributing to the process
of associative production of a pair of t-quarks and a Z boson
[76]. As a result, the most stringent constraints on the
anomalous coupling constants t�tZ were found and new
constraints were imposed on the Wilson coefficients in the
SMEFT approach.

Theoretical calculations of the expected SMEFT contri-
butions to this process were carried out in [32] with the QCD
NLO corrections included. In the SM, calculations of the
cross section for the process pp! t�tZ at LHC energies of 8
and 13 TeV in the leading and next-to-leading approxima-
tions are given by [32]

sLO
SM � 0:21�41%ÿ27%

�2:4%
ÿ2:5% pb ;

sNLO
SM � 0:227�7%ÿ11%

�2:8%
ÿ3:2% pb ;

sLO
SM � 0:76�38%ÿ25%

�2:1%
ÿ2:2% pb ;

sNLO
SM � 0:88�8%ÿ11%

�2:0%
ÿ2:5% pb ;

where the first error is related to the variation in the
renormalization and factorization scale m � mR � mF within

mt=24m4 2mt, and the second, to uncertainties in the
MSTW2008 distribution functions chosen for the computa-
tion [77]. As can be seen from the given values, the increase in
the mean of the cross sections in moving from the LO to the
NLO is not so significant: theK factor is 1.09 and 1.15 for the
respective energies of 8 and 13 TeV. But, when varying the m
scale, the error becomes much smaller, which indicates, as it
should, a much more accurate prediction of the cross section
value at the NLO level. We note that the calculation of the
cross section for the process pp! t�tZ at the NNLO level was
also carried out in [78], showing a further slight improvement
in accuracy, in particular, for the 13-TeV energy, the cross
section is

sNNLO
SM � 0:86�0:07ÿ0:08�scale� � 0:03�PDF� as� pb :
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Figure 7. (a,b) Feynman diagrams that make the leading tree-level contribution to the process of single t-quark production in the mode of associative

production with a W-boson gb! tW and to the process of pair t-quark production gg! t�t. (c, d) Symbolically shown Feynman diagrams of single and

pair t-quark production with selection of vertices to which SMEFT operators O
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Figure 8. (Color online.) Constraints on Wilson coefficients C
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Cu�c�G, CtG, and CG obtained in the CMS experiment at a collision energy

of 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fbÿ1 [75].
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The theoretical values obtained for the cross sections are
in good agreement with the cross sections measured in the
CMS [76],

s�pp! t�tZ� � 0:95� 0:05�stat:� � 0:06�syst:� pb ;
and ATLAS [79],

s�pp! t�tZ� � 0:95� 0:08�stat:� � 0:10�syst:� pb ;
experiments.

The complete set of Feynman diagrams that contribute in
the leading order to the associative production of a t�t pair and
a Z boson in gluon±gluon collisions is shown in Fig. 9. It can
be seen that the diagrams include the three-gluon vertex ggg
and the vertices of the t-quark coupling to the gluon, t�tg, and
to the Z boson, t�tZ. Additions to these vertices are given by
the SMEFT operators

OtG ; OG ; O
�1;33�
fq ; O

�3;33�
fq ; O

�33�
fu � Oft ; �17�

O
�33�
uW � OtW ; O

�33�
uB � OtB :

As we discussed in Section 7.2, however, some of the
operators are much more strongly constrained from the pair
and single t-quark production processes than one would
expect them to be from the pp! t�tZ process. In the
analysis, therefore, only those SMEFToperators or combina-
tions of operators are selected that have not been constrained
in other analyses. The constraints on Wilson coefficients are
obtained with the following combinations of operators [76]:

ctZ � Re
ÿÿ sin yWC

�33�
uB � cos yWC

�33�
uW

�
;

c
�I �
tZ � Im

ÿÿ sin yWC
�33�
uB � cos yWC

�33�
uW

�
;

cft � C
�33�
fu ; cÿfQ � C

�1;33�
fq ÿ C

�3;33�
fq :

The resulting constraints are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen
that, at a 95% confidence level, the bounds established by the
CMS [76] and ATLAS [79] collaborations are consistent both
with each other and with previous CMS results [87]. The
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Figure 9. Feynman diagrams in the leading order for the associative production of a t�t pair and a Z boson in a gluon±gluon collision.
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Figure 10. (Color online.) Confidence intervals at the 95% confidence level

for a number of Wilson coefficients obtained by CMS [76] and ATLAS

[79] collaborations compared to previous CMS results [87] and to bounds

obtained from the analysis of precision electroweak measurements using

SMEFiT [85] and TopFitter [61] programs, as well as to bounds given in

[88] at a 68% confidence level. Vertical line corresponds to the SM, in

which all Wilson coefficients vanish. The figure is taken from [76]. Scale:

L � 1 TeV.
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bounds are also consistent within the accuracy with those
obtained from the analysis of the results of precision electro-
weak measurements using the specialized software packages
SMEFiT [85] and TopFitter [61]. We also note the agreement
with the bounds given in [88] at a 68% confidence level. In
Fig. 10, the vertical line corresponds to the SM, with all
Wilson coefficients equal to zero. As can be seen, the resulting
constraints are still very weak, leaving room for possible
contributions from new physics.

7.4 Constraints on Wilson coefficients
for SMEFT operators containing four t-quark fields
Gluon±gluon collisions make the leading contribution to the
production of two t-quark±anti-t-quark pairs, pp! �tt�tt, at
the LHC. The cross section of this process is small: with the
NLO QCD corrections taken into account, it is approxi-
mately 9:2� 2:4 fb [82, 83]. The addition of electroweak
contributions, among which the leading ones are associated
with Higgs-boson exchanges due to the large Yukawa
constant of the t-quark, leads to some increase in the cross
section, to about 12:0� 3:0 fb [84]. The cross section of this
process, measured by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations
with a very low accuracy so far, was approximately 13�11ÿ9 fb
from CMS [80] and 24�7ÿ6 fb from ATLAS [81]. With such
large errors in both experimental measurements and theore-
tical calculations, all experimental and theoretical results are
of course consistent with each other.

In Fig. 11a±c, we show examples of three SM Feynman
diagrams that contribute to the formation of two t�t pairs
in gluon±gluon collisions. The first two diagrams contain
gluon exchanges and are related to the leading tree-level
contribution in QCD. The third diagram contains an
exchange by a virtual Higgs boson and is one of the leading
tree-level electroweak contributions, enhanced due to the
large Yukawa coupling constant of the t quark and the
Higgs boson mt

���
2
p

=v. Figure 11d shows an example of one
of the diagrams due to the SMEFT operators, involving four
t-quark fields.

We see from Fig. 11 that the process diagrams involve the
vertices t�tg, ggg, and t�th. As in the case of the associative
production of a pair of t quarks and a Z boson, the SMEFT
operators contributing to these vertices are much more
strongly constrained in other processes, some of which were
discussed above. The t�tt�t process is used to find deviations
and impose bounds on the Wilson coefficients in operators
contributing to the four-t-quark vertex, which is absent in the
SM.

The CMS collaboration carried out the corresponding
analysis and established constraints on the Wilson coeffi-
cients for four operators denoted asO 1

tt,O
1
QQ,O

;1
Qt, andO 8

Qt in
[80]. The relation to the notation for theWarsaw basis (2) and
the notation adopted in [17] are as follows:

O 1
tt � Ouu for the operator class ��RR���RR� and O 1

tt � O 1�3333�
uu ,

O 1
QQ � O 1

qq for the operator class ��LL���LL� and O 1
QQ � O

1�3333�
qq ,

O 1
Qt � O 1

qu for the operator class ��LL���RR� and O 1
Qt � O

1�3333�
qu ,

O 8
Qt � O 8

qu for the operator class ��LL���RR� and O 8
Qt � O

8�3333�
qu .

These operators contain products of four t-quark fields, make
a contribution to the four t-quark production process t�tt�t,
and can be explicitly expressed as

O 1
tt �

ÿ
�tRgmtR

�ÿ
�tRgmtR

�
;

O 1
QQ �

ÿ
�QLgmQL

�ÿ
�QLgmQL

�
;

O 1
Qt �

ÿ
�QLgmQL

�ÿ
�tRgmtR

�
;

O 8
Qt �

ÿ
�QLgmT AQL

�ÿ
�tRgmT AtR

�
; �18�

where QL � qL3 denotes the weak isospin doublet of left-
handed chiral fields of third-generation quarks, tR is the right-
handed chiral field of the t quark, and T A are the generators
of the SM color group SU�3�c. In the analysis carried out by
CMS, both linear and quadratic contributions (in 1=L2) of
the reduced operators were taken into account. The results for
the expected and observed bounds on the ratios of the
coefficients to the scale squared are presented in Table 3.
They are the individual bounds for coefficients, independent
of the other coefficients, with only one coefficient assumed to
be nonzero in the analysis and the rest considered equal to
zero. In the CMS analysis in [80], it was also checked how the
bounds change if nonzero values of all coefficients are
allowed but the bounds of each of the Ck=L2�TeV2 para-
meters are kept in the range ofÿ4p to 4p, formally allowed by
the perturbative unitarity requirement. It was shown that the
boundaries of the intervals found under this assumption are
practically unchanged compared with the individual bounds
listed in Table 3, given the fact that the intervals themselves
are still quite wide and, hence, the accuracy of the bounds on
the Wilson coefficients is low.
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Figure 11. Examples of Feynman diagrams that contribute to the

formation of two t�t pairs: (a, b) QCD diagrams with a gluon

exchange, (c) electroweak diagram with a Higgs boson exchange,

and (d) diagram involving a vertex with four t quarks resulting from

SMEFT operators.

Table 3. Expected and observed intervals for Wilson coefécients at a 95%
conédence level, obtained under the assumption that only one of the
operators contributes and coefécients in the others vanish [80].

Operator Expected Ck=L2, TeVÿ2 Observed, TeVÿ2

O 1
tt

O 1
QQ

O 1
Qt

O 8
Qt

�ÿ2:0; 1:8�
�ÿ2:0; 1:8�
�ÿ3:3; 3:2�
�ÿ7:3; 6:1�

�ÿ2:1; 2:0�
�ÿ2:2; 2:0�
�ÿ3:5; 3:5�
�ÿ7:9; 6:6�
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8. Constraints on Wilson coefficients
from global data fitting

In the SMEFT approach, as discussed in Section 3, even the
minimum complete set of basis operators of dimension 6,
represented explicitly, for example, in theWarsaw basis form,
contains 59 independent operators. Each of these gauge-
invariant operators, expressed in terms of the SM fields,
leads either to a modification of a number of the SM
interaction vertices or to the appearance of new point-like
vertices containing products of four, five, or six SM fields. As
we saw in the above examples, the modification or appear-
ance of new vertices, on the one hand, results in contributions
of the same operator to different processes, and, on the other
hand, means different operators contribute to the same
process. When perturbative corrections are considered in
terms of the SM coupling constants, it turns out that several
dozen operators simultaneously contribute tomany processes
that are either already being studied or can be studied in
experiments. For this reason, research is being actively
conducted to impose bounds on the Wilson coefficients in
several operators by simultaneously analyzing a large number
of processes to which specific operators contribute.

This simultaneous analysis of data from different experi-
ments, called a global fit, is carried out either with specialized
computer programs such as TopFitter [61], Sfitter [86], or
SMEFiT [85], or using one's own computer codes, as, for
example, in [54]. The presented results of the global fit include
data on precision measurements of the coupling parameters
of the t quark, the Higgs boson, and the SM gauge bosons.
We emphasize once again that it is extremely important to use
the same basis of operators, the Warsaw basis of dimension-
six operators, whichmakes it quite easy to compare the results
of different analyses without additional complex recalcula-
tion from one basis to another, even if the chosen basis is not
the most convenient or optimal in some specific cases.

As follows from formula (3), if we ignore operators of
dimension 8, then both the cross section itself and any
kinematical variable or observable f SMEFT

kin has the form of a
quadratic polynomial in the Wilson coefficients Ci for
dimension-six operators:

f SMEFT
kin � f SM

kin �
�X

i

ai
C
�6�
i

L2
� h:c:

�

�
�X

i; j

bi j
C
�6�
i C

�6��
j

L4
� h:c:

�
; �19�

where fkin, ai, and bi j are some functions of the momenta of
the initial and final particles involved in the process under
study. If unstable particles are involved in intermediate states
in some of the processes, then the decay widths of these
particles also depend, generally speaking, on some Wilson
coefficients, and the denominators of the expressions for ai
and bi j must be expanded in a series in 1=L2 through the order
1=L4.We note, however, that this circumstance is neglected in
many studies. Dependences for variables or observables (19),
together with experimental data, are fed into general w2-type
functions, and minimizing the corresponding functionals
allows finding (at a certain confidence level, typically 95%)
the bounds for the Wilson coefficients divided by L2�Ci=L2�
in units of TeVÿ2. In a number of papers, constraints are given
on the dimensionless parameters �Ci � Civ

2=L2.
We briefly consider the results of the analysis in [61] in

terms of the parameters �Ci obtained using the TopFitter

program. The analysis used data on the measurement of
cross sections and some kinematical distributions for pair
and single t-quark production in all available modes by the
CDF (Collider Detector at Fermilab) and D0 collaborations
at the Tevatron collider at the proton±antiproton collision
energy

��
s
p � 1:96 TeV and the data from the ATLAS and

CMS collaborations at the LHC at the proton±proton
collision energies of

��
s
p � 7 and 8 TeV. The analysis included

the following Warsaw-basis operators, whose relation to the
original notation (1) was discussed above:

O �1�qq � ��qgmq���qgmq� ; OuW � ��qsmnt Iu�~jW I
mn ;

O �3�jq � i�jyD$ I
mj���qgmt Iq� ; O �3�qq � ��qgmt Iq���qgmt Iq� ;

OuG � ��qsmnT Au�~jGA
mn ; O �1�jq � i�jyD$mj���qgmq� ;

Ouu � ��ugmu���ugmu� ; OG � fABCG
An
m GBl

n GCm
l ; �20�

OuB � ��qsmnu�~jBmn ; O �8�qu � ��qgmT Aq���ugmT Au� ;
O ~G � fABC ~GAn

m GBl
n GCm

l ; Oju � �jyiD
$

mj���ugmu� ;
O
�8�
qd � ��qgmT Aq���dgmT Ad � ; OjG � �jyj�GA

mnG
Amn ;

Oj ~G � �jyj� ~GA
mnG

Amn ; O
�8�
ud � ��ugmT Au���dgmT Ad � :

Figure 12 shows the bounds [61] for the coefficients �Ci for
dimension-six operators (20), which contribute to pair and
single t-quark production. Bounds at the 95% confidence
level are given in two cases: that of individual bounds, when
only one operator contributes and the coefficients for the
others are assumed to be zero (indicated by red horizontal
lines), and the case of so-called marginalized bounds, with the
contributions of all operators taken into account simulta-
neously, i.e., when all relevant coefficients can be nonzero
(indicated by blue horizontal lines). Figure 12 shows that, as it
should be, individual bounds are much more stringent than
marginalized ones. Constraints on the last three coefficients
in the operatorsO

�33�
uB ,Ofu � O

�33�
fu , andO 1

fq � O
�1;33�
fq , which

�CG
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Figure 12. (Color online.) Bounds at a 95% confidence level for coeffi-

cients in dimension-six operators contributing to pair and single t-quark

production, in the case of individual limits, with only one operator

contributing and the coefficients for others assumed to be equal to zero

(red), and in the case where all coefficients can be different from zero

(blue). Results were obtained in [61].
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contribute to the process of associative pair production of
t quarks and the Z boson, Eqn (17), are so weak that only the
individual bounds are shown in Fig. 12.

Data from the second LHC run (RUN2) at the collision
energy

��
s
p � 13 TeV were also added and taken into account

in [89]. The corresponding analysis was carried out using the
Sfitter software package [90, 91], which had been developed
for studying supersymmetry and the Higgs sector, but was
used for global analysis and imposing constraints on the
Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT approach [86, 89]. In the
analysis in [89], the following notation for quark fields was
used:

qi � �u i
L; d

i
L� ; ui � u i

R ; di � d i
R ; i � 1; 2 ; �21�

Q � �tL; bL� ; t � tR ; b � bR :

The operators containing quark and boson fields are related
by simple redefinitions to the Warsaw-basis fields (see
Section 7 for details):

O 1
fQ � �fy i Dm

 !
f�� �QgmQ� � O 1�33�

fq ;

zOtB � � �Qsmnt� ~fBmn � zO�33�uB ;

O 3
fQ � �fy i DI

m

 !
f�� �Qgmt IQ� � O 3�33�

fq ;

zOtW � � �Qsmnt� t I~fW I
mn � zO�33�uW ;

Oft � �fy i Dm
 !

f���tgmt� � O�33�fu ;

zObW � � �Qsmnb� t IfW I
mn � zO�33�dW ;

zOftb � �~fyiDmf���tgmb� � zO�33�fud ;

zOtG � � �QsmnT At� ~fGA
mn � zO�33�uG :

The four-quark operators are in some cases expressed in
terms of linear combinations of Warsaw-basis operators
using Fierz-type identities:

O 1;8
Qq � � �QgmT

AQ���qigmT Aqi�

� ÿ 1

6
O 1�33ii�

qq � 1

4
O 1�3ii3�

qq � 1

4
O 3�3ii3�

qq ;

O 3;8
Qq � � �QgmT

At IQ���qigmT At Iqi�

� ÿ 1

6
O 3�33ii�

qq � 3

4
O 1�3ii3�

qq ÿ 1

4
O 3�3ii3�

qq ;

O 1;1
Qq � � �QgmQ���qigmqi� � O 1�33ii�

qq ;

O 3;1
Qq � � �Qgmt

IQ���qigmt Iqi� � O 3�33ii�
qq ;

O 8
tu � ��tgmT At���uigmT Aui� � ÿ 1

6
O�33ii�uu � 1

2
O�3ii3�uu ;

O 1
tu � ��tgmt���uigmui� � O�33ii�uu ;

O 8
td � ��tgmT At���digmT Adi� � O 8�33ii�

ud ;

O 1
td � ��tgmt���digmdi� � O 1�33ii�

ud ;

O 8
Qu � � �QgmT AQ���uigmT Aui� � O 8�33ii�

qu ;

O 1
Qu � � �QgmQ���uigmui� � O 1�33ii�

qu ;

O 8
Qd � � �QgmT AQ���digmT Adi� � O 8�33ii�

qd ;

O 1
Qd � � �QgmQ���digmdi� � O 1�33ii�

qd ;

O 8
tq � ��qigmT Aqi���tgmT At� � O 8�ii33�

qu ;

O 1
tq � ��qigmqi���tgmt� � O 1�ii33�

qu :

These relations are convenient in the analysis of certain
specific processes, but making direct comparisons with other
results is somewhat difficult. We once again give the exact
formulas for the Higgs field in the unitary gauge, f �
�0; �1= ���

2
p ��v� h��>, ~f � is2 f

�, and for covariant deriva-
tives, Dm � qm ÿ ig2W

I
m t

I=2ÿ ig1BmY, where t I are the Pauli
matrices in accordancewith the notation of theWarsaw basis.
We recall that, in the original notation of the Warsaw basis,
the Higgs field doublet f is denoted asH.

The results for the bounds imposed on the Wilson
coefficients are shown in Fig. 13 [89]. For each coefficient,
bounds are given for two confidence levels: 95% (larger
intervals) and 68% (smaller intervals). The blue, green, and
red colors indicate bounds based on fitting data on measure-
ments of the characteristics of pair t-quark production, single
t-quark production, and a joint fit of these two types of data.
As expected, the joint bounds from the entire data set are
somewhat more stringent. To compare the results in [61] and
[89], the bounds shown in Fig. 12 must be multiplied by the
factor �1 TeV=vSM�2, where vSM � 246 GeV is the vacuum
expectation value of the SM Higgs field.

The next step in the study of global constraints on the
Wilson coefficients was made in [85] using the SMEFiT
computer environment. In that study, the authors included
only those Warsaw basis operators that appear in processes
with pair (t�t�X), single (t�X and �t�X), pair associative
(t�tW�X, t�tZ�X, and t�th�X), and single associative
(tZ�X and �tZ�X) production of the t-quark and electro-
weak bosons.

We note that the SMEFiT computer environment can also
be used for a wider range of processes, involving not only the
t quark. A feature of the study compared to the previous ones
was that the analysis included all the existing results on the
NLO QCD corrections to the contributions of SMEFT
operators, an analysis was made of how significant the
contributions to the characteristics of processes of the order
of 1=L4 are, and cutoffs were introduced into the calculations
of the contributions so as to not go beyond the SMEFT (see
the discussion of these aspects in the preceding sections). For
pair and single production processes, the NLO QCD correc-
tions to the total cross sections and distributions were taken
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into account, and in the case of associative production with
electroweak bosons, the cross sections for processes in the LO
were multiplied by K-factors. In the SMEFiT code, the
notation for the SMEFT operators from [17] was used, with
explicitly written indices for generations: i � 3 corresponds to

fermions of the third generation, and i � 1; 2, to fermions of
the first two generations. The explicit form of the Wilson
coefficients of the operators (the notation for the C coeffi-
cients being exactly the same as for the corresponding O
operators) is given in Table 4 [85]. As in the analysis in [89],

Table 4. Notation in [85] for different types of operators, for étting variables (degrees of freedom) cj, and for their expressions in terms of Wilson
coefécients of the Warsaw basis.*

Operator type Notation Fitting parameters Wilson coefécients in operators

QQQQ

OQQ1

OQQ8

OQt1

OQt8

OQb1

OQb8

Ott1

Otb1

Otb8

OQtQb1

OQtQb8

c 1QQ

c 8QQ

c 1Qt

c 8Qt

c 1Qb

c 8Qb

c 1tt

c 1tb

c 8tb

c 1QtQb

c 8QtQb

2C
1�3333�
qq ÿ 2

3
C

3�3333�
qq

8C
3�3333�
qq

C
1�3333�
qu

C
8�3333�
qu

C
1�3333�
qd

C
8�3333�
qd

C �3333�uu

C
1�3333�
ud

C
8�3333�
ud

C
1�3333�
quqd

C
8�3333�
quqd

QQqq

O81qq

O11qq

O83qq

O13qq

O8qt

O1qt

O8ut

O1ut

O8qu

O1qu

O8dt

O1dt

O8qd

O1qd

c 1;8Qq

c 1;1Qq

c 3;8Qq

c 3;1Qq

c 8tq

c 1tq

c 8tu

c 1tu

c 8Qu

c 1Qu

c 8td

c 1td

c 8Qd

c 1Qd

C
1�i33i�
qq � 3C

3�i33i�
qq

C
1�ii33�
qq � 1

6
C

1�i33i�
qq � 1

2
C

3�i33i�
qq

C
1�i33i�
qq ÿ C

3�i33i�
qq

C
3�ii33�
qq � 1

6
�C 1�i33i�

qq ÿ C
3�i33i�
qq �

C
8�ii33�
qu

C
1�ii33�
qu

2C �i33i�uu

C �ii33�uu � 1
3
C �i33i�uu

C
8�33ii�
qu

C
1�33ii�
qu

C
8�33ii�
ud

C
1�33ii�
ud

C
8�33ii�
qd

C
1�33ii�
qd

QQ� V;G;j

OtG

OtW

ObW

OtZ

Off

Ofq3

OpQM

Opt

Otp

ctG

ctW

cbW

ctZ

cjtb

c 3jQ

cÿjQ

cjt

ctj

Re fC �33�uG g
Re fC �33�uW g
Re fC �33�dW g

Re fÿsWC
�33�
uB � cWC

�33�
uW g

Re fC �33�jud g
C

3�33�
jq

C
1�33�
jq ÿ C

3�33�
jq

C
�33�
ju

Re fC �33�uj g

* Operators are divided into three classes: four-quark (QQQQ) with éelds of third-generation heavy quarks, four-quark with two heavy and two light
quark éelds (QQqq), and operators coupling the éelds of two heavy quarks to gauge boson éelds or the Higgs boson éeld (QQ� V, G, j).
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linear combinations of the Warsaw basis operators are
sometimes used in [85] for fitting when these linear combina-
tions contribute to certain processes and the combinations
orthogonal to them form `flat' directions in the parameter
space to which the experiment is currently insensitive. As
an example of the results obtained in [85], we present a
figure from that paper: Fig. 14 shows the bounds at a 95%
confidence level for the coefficients in the operators in the
notation given in Table 4, obtained from the global fitting of
data on measuring the characteristics of processes involving
the t quark. Three variants of analysis are compared. The
black bars show the bounds in the case where only the leading
contributions in the coupling constant of strong interactions
(LO QCD) were taken into account and only in the linear
approximation in Lÿ2. The red bars show the bounds
obtained when only the LO QCD contributions were taken
into account, together with order-Lÿ4 contributions to the
cross sections and distributions from quadratic combinations
of operators. Finally, the gray bars show the bounds when
both the NLO QCD corrections and contributions of the
order of Lÿ4 are taken into account.

Interestingly, for some operators containing four heavy-
quarks fields, there are no black bars, which gives just an
example of the situation discussed above, when interference
with the SM alone, providing contributions of the order of
Lÿ2, turns out to be insufficient to impose any constraints. It
is worth noting that in most cases the constraints on the
coefficients in the operators become more stringent if QCD
NLO perturbative corrections, order-Lÿ4 contributions, or
both are taken into account in the calculations and analysis.

Global fitting was carried out not only for operators
contributing to processes involving the t quark but also for
operators contributing to various processes involving electro-
weak gauge bosons. In the analysis presented in [54], the
fit simultaneously includes so-called precision electroweak
data at the LEP1 (Large Electron±Positron collider 1) at the
Z-boson pole, measurements of the W-boson masses using
the Tevatron and LHC colliders, measurements of various
characteristics of the processes e�eÿ!W�Wÿ! 4 fermions
at the LEP2 collider, pair production ofW�Wÿ bosons at the
LHC, and data on Higgs boson production at the LHC in

both RUN1 and RUN2. The following 20 Warsaw basis
SMEFT operators were included in the analysis:

LWarsaw
SMEFT �

�C
�3�
Hl

v 2
�H yi D

$
I
mH���lt Igml � �

�C
�1�
Hl

v 2
�H yi D

$
mH���lgml �

�
�Cll

v 2
��lgml ���lgml � �

�CHD

v 2

��H yDmH
��2

�
�CHWB

v 2
H yt IHW I

mnB
mn �

�CHe

v 2
�H yi D$mH���egme�

�
�CHu

v 2
�H yi D$mH���ugmu� �

�CHd

v 2
�H yi D$mH���dgmd �

�
�C
�3�
Hq

v 2
�H yi D$ I

mH���qt Igmq� �
�C
�1�
Hq

v 2
�H yi D$mH���qgmq�

�
�CW

v 2
E IJKW In

m WJr
n WKm

r ; �22�

LWarsaw
SMEFT �

�CeH

v 2
ye�H yH���leH� �

�CdH

v 2
yd�H yH���qdH�

�
�CuH

v 2
yu�H yH���qu ~H� �

�CG

v 2
f ABCGAn

m GBr
n GCm

r

�
�CH&

v 2
�H yH�&�H yH� �

�CuG

v 2
yu��qsmnTAu� ~HGA

mn

�
�CHW

v 2
H yHWI

mnW
Imn �

�CHB

v 2
H yHBmnB

mn

�
�CHG

v 2
H yHGA

mnG
Amn ; �23�

where the notation �C relates to the Wilson coefficients in the
Warsaw basis operators as

�C � v 2

L2
C : �24�

In (22), there are 11 operators that modify either the self-
coupling of gauge bosons or the coupling of fermions to gauge
bosons, and 9 other operators (23) contribute to changes in
the couplings associated with the Higgs boson.

The Higgs field doublet is denoted by H in [54], just as in
the original work of the Warsaw group [14]. Figure 15 shows
the constraints on the Wilson coefficients for the Warsaw
basis operators defined in (22) and (23). At a 95% confidence
level, constraints are given in the case where all operators are
included in the analysis (marginalized case, Fig. 15a), and in
the case where operators are included in the analysis
individually (individual case, Fig. 15b). The blue color
shows the wider bounds for the analysis including all the
data except those obtained in the second run of the LHC, and
the orange color showsmore stringent bounds obtained when
taking all the data into account. We see from a comparison
of constraints in Figs 15a and b that the individual bounds
are again much more stringent than in the case where all
operators are included in the analysis (we note the different
ranges of values for the vertical axis bounds in Figs 15a and
b). This is fully consistent with expectations and the discussed
results of other studies. We emphasize that none of the cited
studies on global data fitting show any significant deviations
from the SM predictions, thus again demonstrating the
reliability of the SM predictions.

9. SMEFT and its relation to specific models

The SMEFT formalism allows consistently parameterizing
deviations from the SM predictions in a gauge-invariant
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manner, comparing constraints obtained in different experi-
ments, and comparing these constraints with different
theoretical predictions. So far, no significant deviations have
been found, and hence the validity of the SM is confirmed
with increasing accuracy.

However, we can imagine that some deviations are
statistically reliably discovered. Then, there is the serious
problem of interpreting the obtained deviations. From this
standpoint, it is interesting to study which operators of
dimension 6 appear as predictions in certain models or
scenarios beyond the SM (BSM) [92±95]. A dedicated
program code, CoDEx [96], was developed to obtain the
type of operators and their coefficients arising when integrat-
ing out heavy degrees of freedom in various models beyond
the SM, and to compare with the SMEFTWilson coefficients
in the Warsaw basis. An important element in the analysis is
the matching procedure. The BSM operator coefficient is
given on some scale of the new physics, e.g., of the order of
several TeV, and a comparison with the data, strictly speak-
ing, is made on the electroweak scale. Therefore, as discussed
above, it is necessary to take into account the change in the
coefficients with a change in scale in accordance with the
renormalization group predictions, which is explicitly repre-
sented in the following formula in the notation adopted

in [92]:

Ci�MZ� � Ci�L� ÿ 1

16p2
_Ci log

�
L
MZ

�
; _Ci � gi jCj ; �25�

where gi j is the matrix of anomalous dimensions, all of whose
entries are listed in [15, 21, 22].

As an illustration, we consider a sufficiently simple
example [92] where a real scalar field representing a singlet
with respect to the SM gauge group is added. The interaction
potential can then be written as

V � ÿm 2
h jHj2 �

lh
2

ÿjHj2�2 �m 2
S

2
~S 2 � AjHj2 ~S

� k
2
jHj2 ~S 2 �m

6
~S 3 � lS

24
~S 4 : �26�

The parameters in potential (26) can be redefined such that
the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field vanishes,
h ~S i � 0. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, two fields in
the unitary gauge, ~h from the doubletH0 � �~h� v�=

���
2
p

and ~S,
mix into two physical fields h and S,

h � cos y ~hÿ sin y ~S ; �27�
S � sin y ~h� cos y ~S ;

with physical masses MH and M. In the case M4MH, the
heavy scalar field S can be integrated out, which then gives
dimension-six operators of theWarsaw basis. In this case, two
operators arise,

OH � �H yH�3 ; OH& � �H yH�&�H yH� ;

with theWilson coefficients that in the large-M limit have the
form [92]

CH&

L2
� ÿ 1

2v 2
tan2 y ;

�28�
CH � ÿCH&

�
m

3v
tan yÿ k

�
:

In the general case, the analysis and presentation of the results
are rather complicated [92]. In a simpler case, where the Z2

symmetry condition is initially imposed on potential (26), the
operator OH � �H yH�3 does not arise, which corresponds to
CH � 0. Then, in fact, the only parameter through which the
coefficient CH& is expressed is the mixing angle y. Given the
logarithmic renormalization-group dependence of theWilson
coefficient CH& on the matching scale L, which is chosen to
be 1 TeV, the upper bound y is obtained from fitting the data
measured on the electroweak scale. The result of such fitting is
shown in Fig. 16, which shows the upper bound for the
Wilson coefficient CH& at a 95% confidence level, expressed
in terms of the scalar field mixing angle sin y. Using the
renormalization-group evolution of this Wilson coefficient in
the range from the matching scale L � 1 TeV to the
electroweak scale gives the bound on sin y shown in the
figure. The results are presented for several analyses. The
dark dashed curve shows the bound when only electroweak
precision observation (EWPO) data were taken into account;
the solid blue curve corresponds to the bound when only
measurements related to theHiggs boson and pair production
of electroweak bosons (Higgs�Diboson) are taken into
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account; the solid green line shows the bound taking all the
data into account (Combined); the dashed purple line, shown
for comparison, corresponds to the general mixing angle
constraint without the Z2 symmetry assumption (Exact
singlet).

The operators from the full set of SMEFT operators
predicted in a particular model and the predicted constraints
on the corresponding Wilson coefficients for these operators
are hallmarks of the model. In [92], a comparative analysis of
the operators that arise upon integrating out heavy particles
was carried out, not only for the model with an additional
scalar but also for the two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) and
the vector-like fermion model (VLF), with a fermion whose
left and right chiral modes are coupled to gauge bosons in the
same way, etc. If some significant deviations from zero in the
Wilson coefficients are found experimentally, they can be
compared with the predicted bounds for different models,
and thus information can be obtained as to which of the
models is more likely to be the next step beyond the SM.

10. Conclusion

We have briefly discussed the SMEFT formalism, its evident
advantages, and emerging problems.

We note that, after the discovery of the Higgs boson, one
of the main tasks, or maybe the main task of the LHC and the
discussed future colliders, is to search for new effects beyond
those predicted by the Standard Model. However, intensive
searches for manifestations of new physics, including the
effects expected in various extensions of the SM, have not
yet yielded any significant results. Accordingly, the bounds
on the masses of possible new particles and states are shifted
in some cases to the range of several TeV, as can be seen from
Figs 1 and 2. Of course, it must be kept in mind that many
bounds are model-dependent; in particular, certain scenarios
are usually assumed for the characteristic coupling constants
of new particles to SM particles. Smaller coupling constants
would lead to a shift in the mass bounds toward lower values.
Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that in such cases an increase
in the collider luminosity can lead to the discovery of new
particles with lower masses and smaller coupling constants.

Nevertheless, due to the negative results of direct searches
for new particles and in the absence of detection of any new
effects predicted in various models beyond the SM frame-
work, attention is focused on predicting, modeling, and
searching for possible small deviations from the SM in the
features of the processes under study, such as cross sections,
kinematical distributions, and decay widths and branching
ratios. The SMEFT formalism is a well-motivated and valid
field-theory approach to the model-independent parameter-
ization of possible deviations of this sort.

The SMEFT approach is gauge invariant with respect to
the SM gauge group and allows NLO, NNLO, etc. QCD
corrections and theNLOor higher electroweak corrections to
be calculated self-consistently in each order in the inverse
square of the characteristic new-physics scale Lÿ2. The
examples of calculations and analysis of the obtained con-
straints given in this review, with the higher-order perturba-
tive contributions taken into account, show the significant
role of corrections in reducing uncertainties when imposing
bounds on the Wilson coefficients for the SMEFT operators.
But there are certain problems in implementing the SMEFT
operator constraint program in practice. Even theminimal set
of operators (basis) in the SMEFT formalism contains a large
number of independent operators and hence a large number
ofWilson coefficients that are subject to constraints.With the
higher-order perturbative corrections taken into account,
there is an additional mixing of operator contributions,
which further complicates the analysis. When using SMEFT,
it is necessary to exercise certain care in order to not go
beyond the applicability limits of the approach, in particular,
beyond the boundaries of the unitarity region and the region
of applicability of the perturbation theory for effective
theories. In the space of parameters (the Wilson coefficients
in operators), so-called flat directions can arise, which are
linear combinations of coefficients to which experiments
either are not sensitive at all or have too low a sensitivity.

But we emphasize that the SMEFT operators given in a
unified way allow imposing and comparing constraints on the
Wilson coefficients obtained in different analyses of various
experimental data. As we have discussed, several groups
of theorists have presented the first results of the so-called
global fitting of the data of many experiments by theoretical
predictions, including the contributions of the maximum
possible set of SMEFT operators. In accordance with the
general global agreement, the so-called Warsaw basis is most
often used in the analysis as a complete set of operators.
The SMEFT formalism allows relating data from precision
electroweak measurements to data from studies of the Higgs
boson, the t quark, and the B, D, and K mesons.

Various extensions of the SM lead to well-defined,
extension-specific subsets of operators that can be generated
by massive particles, either at the tree level or through their
loop contributions. Appropriate studies of the subsets of
operators that occur in specific SM extensions are important
to better understand which variant of the extensions might be
responsible for deviations from the SM predictions if they are
found. Such studies, aimed at clarifying the differences
among models or, as is common to say, the UV theories,
from fitting data with subsets of the corresponding SMEFT
operators are at a very early stage of development; the first
examples of studies of a number of models are discussed in
this review.

The absence of deviations from the SM demonstrates its
robustness. At the same time, the SMEFT formalismmakes it
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possible tomodel such deviations in amodel-independent and
theoretically consistent way and thereby increase the chances
of their detection. In the absence of deviations, the SMEFT is
used for an educated imposition of bounds on the scale and
parameters of various UV theories or scenarios. We empha-
size that the examples given in this review show that the
accuracy of constraints on a number of specific Wilson
coefficients is very low, and hence freedom remains for
manifestations of new physics in ongoing and planned
experiments.
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